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Di Sione's Innocent Conquest Prickly, buttoned-up racing team
owner Abby Ellison isn't legendary playboy Matteo Di Sione's type.

But Abby has something he needs - a necklace prized by his
grandfather - and where his lethal charm doesn't work, sponsorship
of her team does! As they travel from Dubai to Monte Carlo to
Brazil, Matteo thrives on the thrill of the racing world, and the

surprising allure of innocent Abby. But when he discovers the secret
that drives Abby's ambition, Matteo realises he can't just take the

necklace and walk away...A Virgin for Vasquez A vow of



revenge...When Sophie Griffin-Watt walked out of tycoon Javier
Vasquez's life, and down the aisle with another man, he swore to find
a way to make her pay. A proposition from her past...With Sophie
desperate for Javier's help to save her family, his assistance comes
with a price tag...the gorgeous body that was denied to him! An
unimaginable outcome...Javier's delicious game of retribution

seemed the only way to get Sophie out of his system once and for all.
But when he discovers Sophie's exquisite innocence, he can no

longer play by those rules...The Billionaire's Ruthless Affair To-do
list of a billionaire playboy's secretary: 1. Filing: ensure all ex-
girlfriends are kept safely out of sight. 2. Expenses: all jewellery

must be received one week from termination of relationship. 3. Diary
management: there must be no clashes in his heavy dating schedule.
When Harriet McKenna's own relationship goes up in smoke, her
ruthless boss Alex Katona challenges her to take a leaf out of his
book and embark on an illicit affair with him! This means being at
his beck-and-call beyond office hours and in return Alex promises to
show Harriet how pleasurable life can be...Master of her Innocence
When renowned diamond magnate Diego Cazorra is asked to escort
Sister Clare Marchant halfway across Brazil, he feels duty-bound to
get her there-after all, without the help of the church he'd still be on
the streets. But the look in Clare's innocent eyes tempts him like no

other...
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